
The Kanowna Belle Gold Mine (KB) is an underground gold  

mine located 19 km north east of Kalgoorlie, Western Australia, near 

the town of Kanowna. 

KB is mined by longhole stoping and underhand longhole bench 

stoping with paste fill methods. Additionally, geotechnical driven 
mining sequence and a fill system is employed to minimise the impact 
of mining induced stress on the underground operation. 

KB produced 228,000 ounces of gold in 2012 at total cash costs 

of $925 per ounce. Proven and probable mineral reserves as of 
December 31, 2012, were 632,000 ounces of gold. 

KB is operated by Barrick Gold, an industry leader in production, 
reserves and market capitalisation. The company operates mines 

and advanced 
exploration and 
development 
projects across 

the world, and 

holds large land 

positions on 
some of the 

most prolific 
and prospective 
mineral trends. 
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Pitram Case Study: Kanowna Belle 

The Solution

At KB Pitram records, manages and processes mine site data related  

to personnel, materials and equipment units, providing an overall view 
of the current mine status. Real-time information provides key staff 
greater control over the shift, and ultimately the entire operation. 

MICROMINE worked closely with KB to define the scope of the 
upgrade and ensure that the operation’s requirements would 
be adhered to. The main objectives set for Pitram during the 
requirements analysis period were:

• Improve the reconciliation process 

• Increase data control

The upgrade commenced in October 2012 and took five months 
to complete. It was managed by MICROMINE’s experienced Pitram 
technical experts who ensured that the solution was operating to its 
optimum capacity and that users could competently utilise it. 

KB staff welcomed the upgrade as they were aware of the benefits 
that the latest version of Pitram would introduce onsite. They 
also understood the solution would help improve their individual 
performance levels. 

Operators were very receptive towards the introduction of Pitram 
Dashboards in underground common areas. Pitram Dashboards 

provide a visual representation of the status of underground activities 
and locations. Operators can see in real-time how many tonnes have 
been moved in a shift or the location of equipment units. 

Effective Voice Communication
To capture real-time events, KB utilises Pitram’s Data Acquisition 
module. Operators underground radio information related to all 
underground activities to a central Control Room. The Control 
Room operator records all events into Data Acquisition. Pitram then 
processes the information into meaningful reports for analysis.

The Issue

KB has utilised MICROMINE’s mine control and management reporting 
solution, Pitram, since 2001. Pitram was originally implemented to 
assist the site to improve its data recording capabilities. 

Prior to Pitram’s implementation underground mine activities were 
recorded manually using Excel spreadsheets, which allowed room  

for human error and inefficiencies. The introduction of Pitram meant 
KB could record activities using voice technology in real-time.

Having utilised Pitram for many years and experienced its benefits, 
management decided to further invest in the solution and upgrade  
to the latest version, Pitram 3, in 2012.

Commenting on the upgrade, KB’s Mine Geologist, Phil Walker, 
explains “This decision was motived by the more advanced reporting 
capabilities available in Pitram 3. As a large site, it was recognised 
that Pitram 3 would allow KB to further improve its data management 
processes.” 

“Additionally, Pitram has become integral to the running of the site 
over the years and ingrained within work processes. Personnel are 
familiar and happy with the solution and able to confidently operate it.” 

Upgrading the solution rather than implementing a competitor 
product was perceived as the most rewarding option based on Pitram 
3’s new and enhanced functionalities. 

KB upgraded its Pitram solution to improve the 
reconciliation process and increase data control.

“Pitram’s sophisticated Grade Control functionality 
has assisted the site to increase productivity. Using 
Grade Control, KB can reconcile material flow and 
grades throughout the entire operation. End of month 
reconciliation used to take a full day to complete. It now 
only takes one hour.”

Phil Walker, Mine Geologist, Kanowna Belle



Clients can schedule daily reports and format those reports according 

to their needs, ensuring the information provided to key stakeholders 
is both timely and customised.

Walker adds, “To ensure the accuracy of the shift information 
communicated to the Control Room and to reduce the chances 

of human error, KB has introduced a few simple rules regarding 

voice communication. Only information specific to Pitram can 
be communicated by the operator to the Control Room over the 
dedicated Pitram radio channel.”

“Also, during every shift one Control Room operator must monitor 
Pitram at all times. This ensures all information communicated via  
the radio is accurately recorded in real-time and that no information  
is missed.”

Using Pitram’s Event Editor module, Control Room operators can edit 
information that has been entered into Pitram. This flexibility helps 
to further validate the integrity of the site’s data and ensure that 
incorrect information entered into Pitram can be amended prior to 
daily reports being run. 

Event Editor is a window to the Pitram database which presents a 
collection of time stamped events that occurred throughout the 
mining operation on a particular day during a particular shift.

Key Reports
“At KB Pitram produces many types of reports related to personnel, 

equipment, locations and materials. The most significant reports at 
the site are specific to materials, including tonnes hauled per day. 
Equipment usage reports are also highly valued.”

KB has found Pitram’s Grade Control module especially useful for 
producing reports related to materials. Grade Control has been 

designed for mine managers and mine engineers who require access 

to up-to-date information on tonnages and grades for all locations 
across the mine site, from primary locations to the mill feed stockpile. 

Having this type of information readily available is vital for mine 
management to monitor operations and make informed decisions. 
Grade Control is accessed via a web browser making it possible to use 
over an internet connection with no requirement for software to be 
installed on the user’s PC. 

The reports available from Grade Control provide valuable Key 
Performance Indicators which can be used to assess the outcomes 

from production related Business Process Improvement initiatives.

“Pitram’s Grade Control module allows KB to track and reconcile 
material flow and grades throughout the entire operation. 
This invaluable data has proven essential during end of month 
reconciliation.”

“Prior to the upgrade, reconciliation used to take a full day to 
complete. It now takes one hour from start to finish. This advanced 
functionality has reduced the amount of time personnel have to 
dedicate to administrative tasks, and has assisted KB to increase 
operator productivity.”

“Additionally, Pitram’s equipment reports allow management to see 
what equipment units are performing according to outlined KPIs and 

which units are under-performing. Management can also analyse 

the reports to identify trends, and the reasons behind those trends. 
Using this information, measures can be introduced to increase 
performance levels and ensure KPIs are adhered to.”
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Pitram Case Study: Kanowna Belle 

The Outcomes
Since 2001, Pitram has assisted KB to track and report underground 

mine activities. After utilising the solution for many years, KB 
contracted MICROMINE to upgrade the site to the latest version  
of Pitram in October 2012. The upgrade was motived by Pitram 3’s 
more advanced reporting capabilities.

Walker adds “Since the upgrade Pitram has achieved the operation’s 
objectives of improving the reconciliation process and increasing  
data control.” 

“Pitram’s sophisticated Grade Control functionality has assisted the 
site to increase productivity. Using Grade Control, KB can reconcile 
material flow and grades throughout the entire operation. End of 
month reconciliation, which used to take a full day, now only takes 
one hour to complete.”

“Grade Control has dramatically reduced the amount of time 
personnel spend on administrative tasks.”

“Additionally, the introduction of Pitram’s Event Editor functionality 
has also helped the operation to improve productivity levels and 
reporting capabilities. Previously, if incorrect data was entered 
into Pitram the entire shift had to be re-processed, which was a 
timely exercise. With Event Editor, Control Room operators can edit 
information that has been entered into Pitram. This flexibility has also 
helped the site to improve data integrity and control.”

“Pitram’s upgrade at KB has so far been a success. Management  
is happy with the outcomes that the solution is achieving and  
the ongoing support that MICROMINE’s dedicated Pitram Team  
is providing.”

“Since the upgrade Pitram has achieved the operation’s 
objectives of improving the reconciliation process and 
increasing data control.” 

Phil Walker, Mine Geologist, Kanowna Belle


